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Man Surrenders to (an ‘other’) Man 

 
For a man-form it’s very difficult to admit, truly relax in the fact that another man-form 

knows or might even know better, that he is or may be more conscious, stronger in whatever 
sense. For intuitively he knows that Woman, by nature, wants the best man she can get. So, 
he’s unconsciously afraid that, when he admits he is not the best option for her, when the truth 
is revealed about this – since it is true – She, beyond herself, wants to receive another man-
form. And, indeed, ultimately She is (only) interested in (receiving) Man(’s Consciousness) 
and not a man. 

It is true that it is natural for (a) Woman to give this truth to (and not withhold it from) 
the Man-form, to give this pain inherent in earthly life that says that he is not her best option, 
not her True or Ultimate Lover. And, at least from the divine perspective, the man-form 
‘should’, in turn, open-heartedly Feel this pain – and, along the way, as a side-effect, Be 
Transcended into the Divine Man Beyond the man-form who wants to be received by an 
earthly woman-form instead of Being Truly Received by, Truly Recognized by the Divine 
Woman, on an earthly level. 

By admitting whole-heartedly (and not by the mind) that he, man, is not Her best Man, 
he seems to take the risk – or, in fact, already surrenders to the fact – of not now or ever in the 
future being truly Embraced on earth, never going to be Truly Received by Woman. In pain 
and by staying Faithful to His Male Truth Beyond everything he knows, he, in fact, 
surrenders into the Divine Woman Who, contrary to all earthly Woman-forms, is not playing 
games with Him, not lying to Him, Who, by Divine Nature, always rejects (a) man if he is not 
truly surrendered into Her (Pain). (Only) by Her Recognition of his true, whole-hearted, not-
in-any-way-separate Surrender into Her and, intertwined with this, by Her true and now-
possible Reception of Him, can he truly Recognize His Kingliness, his Being the Divine Man, 
and truly live as such. Therefore he needs to be able to make Her See and accept and use His 
One Eye as It arises from His One Heart. 

This Process of True Recognition Happens via the Other, via the Divine Partner. The 
Divine Woman, in turn, also Recognizes Herself (Being Divine or All-Including, All-Being 
indeed) only if Man Totally Embraces Her Inherently Existing and Functioning Ego, only if 
He Truly and Wholly, Selflessly Descends in This Ego-Pain, if He Radically Stops Separating 
in whatever way from Her Pain, if He Comes out of the prison of his arrogance, his lonely 
freedom. 

The Process only Happens if (and Is that) He, in Non-Separation from Her, Says No to 
Her Ego – by this No simultaneously Saying No to his Own Ego that is not (and exists as not) 
saying No to the Female Ego. In Oneness with Her, indeed. Saying No to the Female Ego can 
only be Effective if this is Done in Oneness and not if it, as is usually the case, happens 
merely on the ground that Her Ego (or: Her Darkness in which the Ego operates) is too 
painful for him to bear and he simply doesn’t want to be bothered or hurt by it (too much). 
When the Man has Manifested Itself in a man, then Saying No to the Ego in or through 
Woman is a (Divine) Act of Total Love for (and in Fact Already as) Woman. Total Love is 
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Total Non-Separation. Total Love of Man for Woman means never (truly) pleasing Her Ego 
(which is done by men out of unconscious fear of not being Received by Her) but Always 
Truly Serving Her by, in Total Togetherness, Guiding Her to Allow Light in Her Own 
Darkness, Her Pain of Living as Duality, Showing Her in Ultimate No-Distance, that only 
True, Whole-Hearted Seeing (or Consciousness) as Him Frees Her from (in principle all) Her 
bonds to earthly and unearthly forms. 

 
All this – His Realization of and Functioning as the Divine Man and, therefore, Her 

Chance for Realizing and Functioning as the Divine Woman – is only Possible if the Man is 
Capable (and, in His Essence, He is) or Willing, that is: if He has the True Humble 
Intelligence (which is a tautology) to Whole-Heartedly Whole-Bodily Consciously Surrender 
to, ‘Disappear’ in Man when and as It manifests in and as an ‘other’ Man-form. This is Done 
through True Recognition of the fact that He, the Divine Man Beyond the form, Knows Better 
than he, man, or in general that He Knows and is Capable of Knowing. This Recognition is 
all-Transcending – however usually incredibly hard for a man to allow. Or is it really hard? Is 
this Freedom, this Relief of the eternal man-cramp of having to be the best (man-form) into 
Divinity, into the Selfless, truly hard? Not really, it is rather a melting of his hardness that, 
then, turns out to be not His Own, but Woman’s, Associated to Form as She Is, and that he, in 
his Unconscious state, had taken over and gave a form to. 

Man’s heart Melts, indeed, when he Allows the Man Who Knows, Allows His Heart to 
Take his (and Transcend it into His) so that he becomes He, Allows Him to erase all his 
(supposedly own and) supposed knowing, with one blow – not little by little. Recognition 
Comes in a Flash. There’s no time (involved) – even though, it is true, there may be more 
Flashes than one that take a man into the Consciousness Depth of the Divine Man’s Heart, so 
that it looks like a chronological process. 

The arrogant man who ‘knows better’ than He (and who in general thinks or assumes 
that he knows) stays lost in the supposedly free mind-world, not having any True Contact, 
only looking for ways to impose his supposed knowledge or consciousness (that he has not 
truly, that is: Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, Gone Through) upon others, especially 
upon women; and by this he unconsciously tries to have and hopes for (some) contact – which 
will never come (this way), for the direction is totally wrong. The ‘Right Way’ or ‘Direction’ 
to Open, to have True Contact, is not imposing anything but Allowing, Allowing the Heart to 
Open by Itself, by naturally resonating with, (intuitively) recognizing a (more) Open Heart. 
By this, man will be increasingly able to and will actually Receive the Inherent Pain of 
Woman or: of forms(-consciousness). This is the fuel (or content) for His Process of 
Becoming Man (on earth). By ‘his’ Heart he Transcends the forms(-consciousness), the Pain, 
and Gives or Radiates Back the Formless (or the Divine) that was ‘hidden in and beyond’ 
(and, ultimately, Being) the Pain, the forms. The True Man is a Transcending Mechanism, 
and Is by Nature Totally Humble, Totally Gone as self – Transcending Unconsciousness into 
Consciousness, Form(s) into the Formless, Ego into Truth. How endlessly far is this from a 
man trying to impose his knowledge, trying to prove he is the best man (in whatever way, 
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including the cowardly way of showing or proving himself to be ‘safe’ for a Woman-form, 
which, as he knows, Her Ego – beyond any self, but of its nature – likes very much). 

The Truly Humble Man (who is Gone as a self-man) Transcends the world (of forms), 
not the man who thinks he knows, who lives unconsciously the Woman in him, His shadow, 
not the man who wants and manipulates as Her. 

The Humble Man Allows Woman to See Him – by Seeing Her – and not by being 
arrogant in whatever way, not even for the tiniest bit. He does not have to show Her that he – 
he – he – knows. What He needs to ‘do’, is just Humbly See Her, Which is Truly Respecting 
Her, Which is Truly Loving Her, Embracing Her Whole-Heartedly – instead of trying to or 
even pretending that he would embrace Her but in the meantime living his ‘own’ ego, his own 
supposed but separate and therefore inherently unTrue and unManly knowledge, too afraid of 
letting go of this supposed but false safety, this illusory hold. 

Man doesn’t know. It is his nature – his limited nature as himself – to act as if or 
pretend that he knows but he does not. He, if not Realizing the Man He Is, Which Happens 
Necessarily in Relation to Woman, can only relate forms to other forms but what is Known by 
all of this? Nothing (Substantial). Nothing True. (Empty) impressing without True content. 
Ego trying to impress ego. Nothing trying to impress and impose upon nothing. It’s just silly. 
A waste of time, life, energy. It has nothing to do with Love, with Truth, with Anything That 
‘Makes’ Life Worthwhile, or That Reveals Life to be Worthwhile in Itself. 

The Humble Man just Listens, He Listens to Woman – to Her, not (merely) to Her 
words, because then He would get crazy. And His Heart Cries over Her Longing for (and 
supposed separation from) Him. And over His inability to Make Her See, Recognize Him, 
Consciousness – as Her Home, Her True Safety, Her Only Resort, (the End of) Her 
Unconscious Longing, since she has Found Him: He’s Living (in) Her Heart. 

Truly Listening is not passive. It is Active, totally Present. An Open Heart is never 
passive, It is a Conscious Active selfless Allowing. Humbleness is not the same as being 
withdrawn, it is not waiting in the waiting room. It is Actively Being (Always) Available, 
Present, for the human ‘forms’ that are Ready to Be Surrendered into the Formless, for 
Woman Who Recognizes that Her Deepest and Only Longing is to Wholly Surrender to Man 
and Who Allows This Truth to Manifest, Who Lives Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Her 
Divine Innate Truth. 

Actively Listening, in Total Open-Hearted Presence, is Inherently Painful. So Be It. 
Pain was never a problem for Man and it will never be. 
 

It should be unnecessary to mention, but anyway. I’m talking about the Divine Principle 
that a man-form Surrenders to Man – rare enough as it is that Man Manifests Himself in a 
male Body. So, I don’t only mean that he doesn’t surrender in the dark to Woman, to the 
Female Force, which happens a lot in the actual earthly reality. I’m saying that a man should 
not surrender to another Man-form as long as the Male Principle has not Been thoroughly 
Realized in that Man-form, and has not actually manifested in and as His Body. The past 
gives us a long sad history of men submitting to other men with terrible consequences: look at 
soldiers and what they do as the most outstanding example of this. Powerful leaders – even 
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though there are exceptions – rarely let the Man in them rule, but are usually secretly 
subordinate to Woman’s world of money, power and sex. 

I’m saying that a man-form should not submit to himself either, not as long as he still, 
secretly or overtly, submits to the Ego-Force and thus makes a caricature of Man, not as long 
as he is still unfaithful to Him. By contrast, he ‘should’, when he is ready for this, Recognize 
the Man in man – or, the lack of Man, or the confusion in what seems to be ‘man’. If he has 
the Humbleness to Resonate with the Heart of Man, Man will manifest Himself in him as 
well, but only when and as long as this Humbleness rules. Allowing the Man in yourself 
through resonating with the Man-form who, through whatever constellation of Forces, has 
been Able to Allow (more of) Man in himself, doesn’t provide anything for the Ego, nothing. 
That’s why the resonance can only truly be Allowed when a man-form is intelligent enough to 
See that the Ego is empty in the end. As long as he still believes there is something for him to 
get in this world, Man has no Space to Enter, to Take him Over. And, therefore, when he is 
Ready for Man, he gives up everything. He does no longer need to live as himself. He’s had it 
with himself. He Allows Man Himself Beyond any self – and Only Thus will He Serve 
Woman. He stops trying to give Her some crumbs, in order to be sexually received. He gives 
Man Himself to Her, even when Her Ego pretends that She cannot bear Man (yet). 

As indicated more or less, the earthly reality is already of such a nature that men submit 
to other men, if only in the common form of working for a boss. The Man in a man, cannot do 
this, not truly. He is disgusted with having to submit to a man in whom the ego rules, overtly 
or secretly. Men, therefore, to be able to deal with life, repress the Man in themselves, and 
often even justify the current situation – or else, they cannot continue the way they live, with 
the hidden fear of death always whispering in the background. Yet, I tell you, men, when you 
don’t (dare to) Recognize the Man in a man – and prefer to deal with the not-Man in men, or 
even pretend you are Man yourself – you won’t Know what Man is and you will be bound to 
live a mediocre life. The latter is in itself not the end of the world, it seems. However, the 
climate change shows that it is not that simple: when men forget the Man and, reluctantly or 
willingly, serve the ego-man, this certainly has its serious consequences for the world, for 
nature, for woman, for yourself, for the degree of humanness we live in. 

My point here is: you cannot not resonate. You don’t exist in a vacuum, a bubble of 
your self with solid walls around you. When it is not with Man Himself that you resonate 
with, it will be with the caricature of ‘man’. It’s not for nothing that earlier in my life I 
thought I almost hated ‘man’. For I didn’t Know Man. And, disgusted with His caricature, I 
was driven into the arms of Woman. In itself, this turned out to be not so bad after all, on the 
contrary. Because, through thoroughly whole heartedly and whole-bodily Feeling and 
Observing Woman, I learned that it is the Real Man She is Longing for, and not his caricature 
– even when She seems to indicate otherwise: She cannot speak Her Truth Directly. The Man 
in me Listened to Her Heart, not to Her ovaries primarily. If you Listen to Woman’s Heart, 
you cannot but Feel this Drive to Manifest the Man in yourself, Man Beyond any image of 
what ‘man’ is or seems to be or should be. Man is Man, He is no image. 

One might ask oneself: why surrender at all, what is that stupidity for? Here applies the 
same principle as to what I have said about resonance. In this case: you already do surrender. 
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Only, you don’t know this. You assume that when you don’t surrender to someone outside 
yourself – what seems to be the common mode of people – that you are free, free from 
surrendering. Nothing is less true. You surrender to the Ego-force that comes through you and 
that you don’t want to deal with in a mature way. Not (sharply) Seeing the Ego through you, 
doesn’t mean that you wouldn’t surrender to it. You surrender to Unconsciousness when you 
don’t Surrender to Man, to the First Principle. You surrender to the hell of Non-Intelligence. 
You surrender to living as a human form, instead of as the Divine Man you could be. You 
surrender to (an accidental) conditioning, to the Female world of reasons, instead of to the 
Freedom of Man’s Heart. 

For now, the last issue that remains, is that the intelligent man, who can follow what 
I’m saying so far, and who Sees that, sooner or later and in fact from the beginning, there is 
no other option than Surrender, prefers to Surrender to the Man as He comes through himself, 
through his own form. I’m not against trying to pull oneself out of the bog by one’s own hair. 
As for me at least – or, in fact, I speak on Woman’s behalf – I can say I’m happy that I could 
Whole-Heartedly Love men of dignity beyond myself and Surrender to the Man in them and 
did not secretly, via a backdoor, want to be this man myself. In Selfless Surrender to the Man 
in a man, one starts embodying the qualities of the Man in the man in question. For instance, I 
radiated the Love I Saw in another man-form since I didn’t resist him in the least. Why, in 
heaven’s name, should I have been bothered by the fact that this Love appeared in ‘another’ 
Man-form and supposedly not in ‘me’? ‘I’ just allowed the celebration of the Love ‘I’ 
Recognized in ‘him’ – ‘I’, that is the Heart with Its Selfless Consciousness. Instead of secretly 
surrendering to the envious competing Woman in himself, a man can, in principle, celebrate 
the Love, the Consciousness, the Dedication to Truth and the Inner Strength of Man in 
whichever body this manifests. 

It is utterly clumsy to want to be a man or Man Himself. This is not Reality. Man is 
Reality, not you. In Intelligence ‘you’ resonate with the Man in a man, on the basis of Selfless 
Recognition. When there’s no clarity in you about what Man is in a man, there is a big chance 
that you will resonate with the Female Force in a man. See the state of the world for the 
consequences of this delusion. 

It’s not superfluous to add here that Surrendering to – through allowing ‘yourself’ to Be 
Resonated with – the Man in one or more man-forms, doesn’t mean that one can skip the – 
honestly: huge – struggle to Be(come) Man on an Earthly level, in Woman’s world of Form. 
Still, it must be said that, without the resonating Surrender, one can, eventually, not cross the 
border of the illusion of ‘self’, which is gloriously in the way of Embodying Man. What’s 
more, Man Is the Process of Transcendence of ‘self’ into the Selfless Heart, into the Deeper 
Reality Beyond the illusion of ‘self’. The big struggle for a man on His Way to Man is to find 
out that he doesn’t know best, but that Man Already Exists, and to Surrender to Him. 

The other big struggle for a man is Feeling-Surrendering into (not to) Woman’s world, 
which is, in fact, about the same thing in the end: Seeing through the Lie of the self: giving up 
on his seemingly own position as ‘man’ and Seeing that everything happens in Relation: 
without Woman there can be no Man. 


